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Abstract. It is a big challenge in the information technology field to develop techniques to help users in their tasks. For that purpose, we need to develop assistants able to help people without disturbing them in their main task. This work discusses building an assistant based on traces and making use of a Trace-Based System. Traces can be used as a knowledge source to discover other useful knowledge but also to reuse experience. The main idea of the approach is to find useful episodes (previous experiences) in interaction traces and to reuse them to provide users with contextualized help. The assistant can then adapt the retrieved episodes to provide assistance to the user by reusing previous experiences. This work has been done in partnership with SAP-BO. We have implemented our proposal in the SAP-BO explorer project which aims to ensure that all business users have easy access to all the information they need to make confident decisions based on up-to-date, reliable information, so they need to help business users while doing their tasks. The main contribution described in this work is the algorithm enabling us to retrieve past episodes corresponding to a “task signature” (a description of the main characteristics of the episode). For that purpose, we have implemented a solution based on Finite State Machines.2

Keywords: Assistant agent, Trace-Based Reasoning, similarity measure, task signature, Finite State Machine, sequence pattern mining.

Résumé. C’est un grand défi dans le domaine des technologies de l’information de développer des techniques pour aider les utilisateurs dans leurs tâches. Il s’agit de proposer des assistants capables d’assister les utilisateurs sans les déranger dans leur tâche principale. Ce travail traite de la construction d’un assistant à base des traces s’appuyant sur un système de gestion de bases de trace. Les traces peuvent être utilisées comme sources de connaissances mais aussi pour faciliter la réutilisation de l’expérience. L’idée principale de cette approche est de trouver des épisodes utiles (expériences précédentes) sous forme de séquences d’interaction et de les réutiliser pour fournir aux utilisateurs une aide contextualisée. L’assistant peut alors adapter les épisodes récupérés pour fournir une assistance à l’utilisateur par la réutilisation des expériences précédentes. Ce travail a été réalisé en partenariat avec SAP-BO. Nous avons appliqué notre proposition à la suite SAP-BO Explorer qui vise à garantir que les utilisateurs professionnels aient un accès facile à toutes les informations dont ils ont besoin pour prendre des décisions sûres. Ils doivent disposer d’informations fiables, à jour et documentées. La principale contribution décrite dans ce travail est l’algorithme qui nous permet de récupérer les derniers épisodes correspondant à une «signature» de tâche (une description des principales caractéristiques de l’épisode). Nous proposons une solution fondée sur une représentation par une Machine à États Finis.

Mot clés: agent assistant, Raisonnement à Partir de trace, mesure de similarité, signature de tâche, machines à états finis, extraction de motifs de séquence.

2 A paper of this work has been accepted at 18th case-based reasoning workshop, RâPC 2010, Strasbourg, France [1]
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1 Introduction

Everyday new software products appear in different domains, and a major challenge is to make their usage as easy as possible. This challenge leads us to focus on various ways to develop intelligent applications more flexible and scalable. For example, there is a growing interest in developing auto-adaptable applications able to fit specific user needs, or able to provide them with a relevant assistance at the right time and the right place. This adaptability of application is a major concern for groups such as SAP. Indeed, for effective decision making, business users require quick, easy answers to off-the-cuff questions and a better understanding of the business, without extensive training and dependence on IT. This is the reason why they need reactive applications. It was also the main goal for SAP when developing SAP-BO Explorer software. SAP-BO Explorer software offers users an intuitive path to quickly search and explore data for instant insight into their business [2]. But still, the application is hard to master for most users, and additional assistance would be useful. To help reaching this goal we work on developing assistant enabling users to explore the system easily, to reuse their previous experiences and to benefit from advance reasoning functionalities provided by the system.

In this work, we propose to make use of the Trace-Based Reasoning (TBR) paradigm in the development of an assistant for a given application. While using a system, a user leaves behind him “interaction traces”. Because interaction traces capture users’ experiences, they can be exploited to provide experience-based assistance thus helping the user to conduct his task efficiently. Hence, in TBR, interaction traces are used as a specific knowledge container. In this field, our contribution is to provide an algorithm to retrieve “episodes” (previous experiences) in a trace and to reuse them to provide assistance to users in a specific context. The episode is a sequence of interactions that allow solving a problem. The algorithm takes as input the “current” trace and makes use of a base of “task signatures” and a base of traces. A task signature is a formal description of a specific task for which a user might need assistance. Task signatures are given by experts in the form of rules that are transformed in automata. The proposed algorithm processes this automaton. We are working on a specific application, SAP-BO Explorer and we have instrumented the application to be able to collect interaction traces.

This report is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the context of this work. In section 3 we do a survey on trace theory, Case-Based Reasoning, Trace-Based Systems, assistance systems and all the related issues to this work. Section 4 presents the general architecture of the assistant and gives definitions and models required to understand our retrieval algorithm. Then, the main algorithm is described and the assistance principles are illustrated. We present an assistance scenario and discuss some implementation issues in section 5. Section 6 discusses our approach and the issues it raises. The report ends with a conclusion in section 7.
2 Research Context

2.1 SAP Business Objects

Business Objects is a French enterprise software company, it is the world leader of Business Intelligence products (BI). Since 2007, it has been a part of SAP AG. SAP is a German software development and consulting corporation, which provides enterprise software applications and support to businesses of all sizes globally. It is the largest software enterprise in Europe and the fourth largest software enterprise in the world as of 2009 [3]. Today, customers in more than 120 countries run SAP applications from distinct solutions addressing the needs of small businesses and midsize companies to suite offerings for global organizations. SAP Business Objects offers a broad portfolio of tools and applications designed to help the user optimize business performance by connecting people, information, and businesses across business networks.

We are working on a specific application, SAP-BO Explorer, a web application enabling users to load, explore, visualize and export data. It offers the users an intuitive path to quickly search and explore data for instant insight into their business. They can get quick, easy answers to on-the-fly questions without training or IT involvement, by simply entering a few keywords to search for relevant information and then intuitively exploring large volumes of data, without prior knowledge about what data exists or where to find it. The main question of SAP-BO when they supported this work is how to make easier the use of their tools. They need to develop an intelligent capture of the user actions during the analysis and construction process, and develop an abstract model so that each element of the resolution strategy stays available for reuse, validation and for contextual explanation.

2.2 Knowledge Engineering for assistances

Recent progress in knowledge engineering contributes to the acceleration of the development of applications to collect, accumulate and reuse of knowledge from experiments to support human users in a given task. The synergic goal of SILEX team (Supporting Interaction and Learning by Experience) is to produce theories, formalisms, methods and tools integrating the intrinsically dynamic property of knowledge when used through open interactive human-digital environments, seen as co-learning systems. Our work is part of the research works of this team where the issue is to learn from interactions traces what could be relevant to a particular and moving analysis context, in order to develop an assistant that can understand the context, reuse past experience of the users and able to adapt to their needs. This experience is of any activity which is mediated by a computer based application.

http://liris.cnrs.fr/silex
3 Basic concepts and state of the art

3.1 Trace theory

In computer science, traces have many shapes and usages; log files, navigation history, versioning. That is why many researchers were interested to study the benefits of using these traces to develop more powerful applications with the trace of interactions. The SILEX team (Supporting Interaction and Learning by Experience) is interested in this topic and has proposed the notion of M-Trace (Modelled Trace) and of Trace Based System [4]. M-Traces defines the vocabulary of the trace obsels (a trace consists of a set of observed elements which has been abbreviated in obsels), the properties of the obsels, the relationships that may exist between these elements, and the way to timestamp each obsel. According to M-Trace, an episode is a sequence of obsels corresponding to the interactions that allow solving a problem. This presented work uses this formalization.

There are various researches on traces, aiming at proposing models and tools for representing, transforming, sharing and visualizing traces of users’ experiences. The first trace model has been described in [4]. In this framework called ‘MUSSETTE’, the authors defined the concept of “traces” and have shown how a trace can be represented. They present a new approach for modelling user’s experience while using a computer system, with the objective of reusing this experience as knowledge in context for helping users along their tasks. This framework supposed that there will be two models: the use model which describes what kind of entities, events and relations that will actually be observable to produce the primitive trace, the observation model for describing the interactions that happen between the user and the system. Fig. 1 presents the general framework of this approach, leading (clockwise) from the observation level (upper-right corner) to the experience reuse level (lower-left).

![Fig. 1. Global vision of MUSSETTE approach](image-url)
3.2 Task Signatures and Episodes:

In [4], the authors call an *episode* any part of the trace corresponding to a specific experience in performing a specific task, and which can be reused in a similar situation. They assume that episodes related to a particular task usually share some common features: involving the same kind of entities or events, co-occurring or occurring in a given order, etc. Once these common features have been identified for a particular task, they can be considered as a signature of this task. So they considered the task signature concept a set of event declarations, entity declarations, relations, and temporal constraints. They supposed that an episode can be annotated, or explained, by a number of information coming from the fact that it has been recognized as an occurrence of a particular task. Explanations may take the form of free text annotation (that a human could interpret), or of formal knowledge annotation (aimed at an automated agent interpretation). From this idea, the term Explained Task Signatures (ExTaSi) comes. ExTaSi can then be used by assistants who can help the user either through direct assistance or through mediated assistance, such as the context-aware assisting systems [5] that use ExTaSi to match between the tasks.

3.3 Trace-Based Systems

Recent approaches propose to handle traces using a Trace-Based System (TBS). A TBS is any system using traces as knowledge sources representing user-system interactions and evolving with users’ activities. Another important concept is the concept of Trace Bases Management System (TBMS) which is a system in charge to manage trace. In [6], the authors presented the general architecture of the TBMS framework, and they specified a language to describe M-Traces (i.e. modelled traces), M-Traces based patterns, queries, and transformations.

The authors assume TBMS systems use an abstract architecture as shown in Fig. 2. The main components of this system are:

− **Tracing System**: It is at the top of the general architecture of a TBS, which captures or collects the observed data from different input sources (log files, streamed actions, video records, interface events, etc.). The tracing system elaborates so called primary traces (often low level) from active or passive tracing sources. Conceptually, observed elements are stored in two partitions: working storage containing on-line traces captured from active tracing sources and persistent storage for on-line traces collected from several passive tracing sources or stored after the observation.

− **Transformation System**: It can perform operations on traces like applying filters, rewriting and aggregating elements, computing elements attributes, etc. So as to produce so called transformed modelled traces that can be more easily reusable and exploitable in a given context than primary traces. Transformations can also be considered as semantic abstractions when associated with models (ontologies) like task model.
— **Querying System**: As the traces are a large source of information, we need such a system that enables the extraction of episodes and patterns from the traces.

— **Working and persistent storage**: Working storage is persisted automatically on demand or periodically. Persistent queries and transformations are registered in the transformation or querying systems.

Users or systems may query, transform off-line or on-line traces. Results of queries or transformations may be streamed to users or another system or materialized in the TBS. To define and implement such a system, the authors have defined languages to model, query and transform *M-Traces*, and they described an implementation of their languages.

![Trace-Based System architecture](image)

**Fig. 2.** Trace-Based System architecture

While working with traces, one big challenge is to define trace models, because models should be defined according to the target application. That is why the trace theory has defined the concept of *M-Trace*. With the availability of *M-trace* concept and by using the Trace Bases Management Systems, new trace-based applications can be dynamically designed. For example, [7] designed a model for addressing issues related to traces modelling and visualization in synchronous collaborative learning activities, to allow users to visualize and analyse their own experiences by observing their actions on the learning system. They proposed a generic trace model for
synchronous collaborative activity based on the notion of interaction in two modes: whiteboard sharing and text chatting. Another example is [5], where the authors presented an approach to context-aware assisting systems relying on traces of user interactions. They used the notion of Explained Task Signatures (ExTaSi) to describe tasks performed by users. The system collects traces and transforms them. The assistance process is triggered when the current trace matches the beginning of an ExTaSi. Then, the assisting agent searches the TBS for all the occurrences of this ExTaSi in the interaction trace. These occurrences can be ranked according to a similarity measure defined for the current trace. However, we may note that, according to the authors, the assistant agent requires some actions from the user to validate the tasks that make sense to him.

3.4 Case-Based Reasoning

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is the process of solving new problems based on the solutions of similar past problems. Knowledge in a CBR system is composed of past examples, or cases, stored in a database or by some other convenient means, known as a casebase. An auto mechanic who fixes an engine by recalling another car that exhibited similar symptoms is using CBR. A lawyer who advocates a particular outcome in a trial based on legal precedents or a judge who creates case law is using case-based reasoning. The basic CBR principle, “to solve a target problem, retrieve a source case and adapt the solution to fit the target problem requirements.”, can be summarized as in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. The classical CBR principle](image)

The root of CBR is found in the works of Roger Schank [8]. He developed a theory of learning and reminding based on retaining of experience in a dynamic, evolving memory, CBR first appeared in commercial tools in the early 1990's and since then has been sued to create numerous applications in a wide range of domains (diagnosis, help disk, assessment, decision support, design). The classical CBR cycle proposed in [9] has been described as 4 steps known as the four “Re”: Retrieve Reuse, Revise and Retain (see Fig. 4). Each step of the cycle exploits the knowledge base central to the system, which contains previously solved cases as well as general knowledge. This cycle now serves as reference for most studies in this field.
Retrieval is the process of finding the cases in the casebase that most closely match the current information known. The current information is represented as a new case with much of the information missing. This step of matching cases is perhaps the most crucial step in the CBR methodology.

Reuse is the step where matching cases are compared to the new case to form a suggested solution.

Revision is the testing of the suggested solution to make sure it is suitable and accurate. The result is a solution that has been confirmed by testing.

Retention is the storage of new cases for future reuse. A strong advantage of CBR over other reasoning technologies is the fact that new knowledge is continuously and easily added to the store of experience. This step is usually as simple as storing the new case into the casebase.

Fig. 4. The classical case based reasoning cycle
3.5 Trace-Based Reasoning

Fig. 5 presents an immediate evolution of this cycle proposed in [10]. Two differences appear: the first one concerns the addition of the elaborate step to the traditional cycle. This step allows the system to evolve from a badly formulated problem to a problem which is “intelligible” by the system. The second evolution concerns the explicit representation of the expert in the centre of the cycle. This cycle illustrates the requirement for interaction between the system and the “outside world” to permit the acquisition of knowledge during the problem-solving process. Interactions may take different forms and the “interlocutors” may vary: user, expert, “oracle”, other system, etc.

Another related work, described in [11], is about building systems that can ease the sharing and re-using of experience between large communities of users. The authors proposed to use traces of interactions as a new way of performing CBR to enhance the traditional CBR by providing more flexible ways of reasoning from experience. They showed that the traces can be used to record experiences “in context” and thus, bring more flexibility to traditional CBR. The agile CBR idea described by Susan Craw in [12] shares the same point of view, where the main idea of agile CBR is to transform traditional CBR into a “dynamic, knowledge-rich, self-organizing, cooperative problem-solving methodology”. [11] has raised a lot of research issues, especially for building Trace-Based Assistants (TBA). Some of them, such as “how to define a similarity measure”, will be discussed in our contribution.
3.6 Assistance systems

We aim to develop an assistant to help users doing their tasks effectively, but developing assistants is not an easy work; because sometimes they can have negative effects. For example, the Office Assistant drew a strongly negative response from many users; that is why Microsoft has removed the office assistant in the new versions of Microsoft Office and replaced it with a new online help system [13]. The Office Assistant was a feature to assist users by way of an interactive animated character, which was interfaced with the Office help content. It used technology initially from Microsoft Bob and later Microsoft Agent, offering advice based on Bayesian algorithms. It popped up when the program determined the user could be assisted with using Office wizards, searching help, or advising users on using Office features more effectively. It presented tips and keyboard shortcuts. For example, typing an address followed by "Dear" would cause Clip pit to pop up and say, "It looks like you're writing a letter. Would you like help?". According to some studies, even if the recommendation was sometimes helpful, in most of the situation, users considered it as annoying. Often, the problem with assistant is that they are designed to assist "prototypical users". However, assistance is a very specific task which is efficient when it takes into account the needs of specific users. This probably is the reason why a lot of assistant agents have failed. In the context of this work, we aim at designing auto-adaptative assistants able to take into account specific needs of users. We are aware that this goal involves a lot of other issues (ergonomics, human-computer interactions, etc.), but they are out of the scope of this work.

One major problem in Trace-Based Reasoning is to retrieve episodes in traces. To tackle this issue, data mining techniques could be helpful. Sequential pattern mining was first introduced in [14] for sequential database that consists of sequence of ordered events. This algorithm aims at finding frequent occurrences of sequences allowing to describe the data or to predict future data. Time-related data mining is an active research area. In [15] we can find a comprehensive description of this domain. Existing methods only focus on the concept of frequency because of the assumption that sequences' behaviours do not change over time. The environment from which the data is generated is often dynamic, however, so the sequences' behaviours may change over time. To adapt the discovered patterns to these changes, new concepts are incorporated into traditional sequential pattern mining [16].

Most CBR systems try to solve problems by using log files. For example [17] propose a Ceaseless CBR model that can enrich the CBR diagram that considers the CBR task as on-going rather than one-shot, to support the analysis of unsegmented sequences of observational data stemming from multiple coincidental sources. A hybrid neuro-symbolic system has been presented in [18], this model takes into account the temporal dynamics contained in the sequences and allows to avoid problems related to the comparison of different length sequences. Another example is [19], where the authors presented Case-Based System for cooperative information browsing, called “Broadway”. This system follows a group of users during their
navigations on the WWW (proxy-based architecture) and advises them by displaying a list of potentially relevant documents to visit next. The advices are based mainly on similarity of ordered sequence of past accessed documents. In almost all-existing approaches log data are pre-processed to form a set of navigation sessions [20]. A session is defined as a chronologically ordered sequence of Web pages visited by a given user. Most web user access approaches apply some sequence prediction algorithm on navigation sessions. By the very nature of used data, existing prediction systems can only predict access to pages that have been visited earlier by some users (e.g. pages that have been registered in the log file). This feature is a serious limitation of the usability of prediction systems for adapting today highly dynamic Web sites. In order to match the dynamic nature of web sites [21] proposes a new scheme for coding web server log data into sessions of behavioural sequences. A behavioral sequence is defined as an ordered list of elementary behaviors. Each elementary behavior describes a visited Web page associated with a set of hypothetical actions that may explain how the user acts to reach the next visited page. In our work we make use of traces on which we can do transformations to be able to have more abstract traces which is not possible with raw logs.
4 Trace-Based Assistant: an approach based on FSM principle

4.1 General Architecture

In our work we are interested in reusing experience of the user to help him achieving his tasks effectively. Suppose that the user is interacting with the system for doing a specific task, the assistant will automatically observe what the user is doing, then apply the same transformations on the past traces using tasks signatures to the current traces, while task signatures are already defined and stored in the task signatures base. After that, the assistant will retrieve and present to the user the past episodes that correspond to his current task, these episodes will be ranked using similarity measures, and adapted to the user to be able to reuse them.

In order to build our Trace-Based Assistant (TBA) we need to collect the traces and manipulate them by using a Trace Bases Management System. The assistant will be connected with, executing queries to find the related episodes or even to add new experiences. Fig. 6 shows the general architecture of our Trace-Based System, we can see that there are three main parts, the system for which we want to provide the user with help, the TBMS that collects the traces of the user while he is working on the application and support many functionalities like transformation, querying, and visualizing by using the task signatures in the tasks base, and the assistant that observes the way the user interacts with the system, to help him doing his task effectively, by retrieving the related episodes from the TBMS and adapting them.

Fig. 6. Trace-Based Assistant: a general architecture
4.2 Trace Bases Management System

We can see a TBMS as a Database Management System, by considering these mappings: Trace models/ERD model, obsels/data as the main objects in this system, transformation, querying, and visualization functionalities. [22] defined the notion of Trace Bases Management System (TBMS) as systems devoted to the management of modelled traces. A modelled trace is a trace explicitly associated with its trace model. Each trace consists of a set of elements called obsels which results from the observation of the interaction between the user and the system, and each obsel has a set of attributes/values. A modelled trace formally defines the structure and the types of obsels, and the relationships between these obsels. It can be considered as a formal ontology that describes the vocabulary of the trace.

The collecting process is the first function that builds the primary trace by observing and storing the interactions between the user (could be agent, user or external source) and the system. This primary trace can be transformed to generate a new trace of a new level. Transformation can be applying filters, rewriting and aggregating elements, computing elements attributes, etc. We can apply the transformation on the transformed traces and have many levels of abstraction, which could be more reusable and exploitable in a given context than the primary trace. A TBMS guarantees the possibility, at any time, to navigate between transformed traces. This ability provides an important flexibility. Fig. 7 shows a primary trace T1 which is transformed into T2 and T3 (level 2), and T3 is transformed in its turn into T4 (level 3). Each trace has its trace model that contains different types of obsels that may have relations between them. The trace T2 is somewhat detailed where M2 is its trace model that contains three obsel types (c1, c2, c3) and one relation type r1. T2 contains three obsels (o1, o2, o3) and there is a relation between o2 and o3.

TBMS provides us also with a querying service that is dedicated to retrieving traces from the trace base or to write or update the traces. A complete formalization of the meta-model proposal for trace models, traces, queries and transformations can be found with precise semantics in [6]. The core of our work is building the Trace-Based Assistant that implements such meta-model.
4.3 Task Signatures Base

4.3.1 Task Signature Concept

Task signature concept has been introduced in [4] as a set of event declarations, entity declarations, relations, and temporal constraints. With the trace model and task signatures based on this trace model, it is possible to define new obsel types in the trace model by using the task signatures to generate a new trace by replacing the obsels of the task with one more abstract obsel.

4.3.2 FSM task Signature

A Finite State Machine (FSM) is a model of behaviour composed of a finite number of states, transitions between those states, and actions. It is similar to a "flow graph" where we can inspect the way in which the logic runs when certain conditions are met [23]. FSMs are widely used in modelling of application behaviour, design of hardware digital systems, software engineering, compilers, network protocols, and the study of computation and languages. Many researchers worked on modelling software with Finite State Machines [24], but as far as we know, there is no work in using FSM to do episode retrieval.

We will extend the concept of task signature to be able to define more sophisticated signatures rules, especially by adding more time constraints. Our extension will be to use a Finite State Machine as a sequence detector to produce a binary output saying either ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to answer whether an episode is accepted by the machine or not. At the time when all obsels of the current episode is processed, if the final state is an accept state so this episode is accepted and matched the task signature, otherwise it is rejected. We will not explain more about how FSM are working, but we just want to explain how we use them in our model to define the task signatures.

By using FSM we can apply any rule we want, like recognizing series of obsels which can be directly linked or separated. In Fig. 8 we can see an example of a task signature saying that an episode to be accepted it should start by an obsel of type \( c1 \) followed directly by at least one obsel of type \( c2 \) and then an obsel of type \( c3 \), where state1 is the entry state, state5 is the end success state, and state4 is the failure state. When we want to check if an episode has a task signature, we can pass it to the FSM task signature, and see in which state it will ends. If it is the refuse state, it means that it doesn’t has this signature, else if it is the accept state, it has this signature, else it is one of the intermediate states, here we can measure the distance between this state and the accept state to be used by the assistant for helping the user to reach the accept state and do his task. In addition to the FSM we could define temporal rules like the maximum duration of the task, the distance between two obsels, etc.
As an example in SAP-BO Explorer: the task signature in Fig. 8 could be “Visualizing the quantity sold in USA of the years between 2000 and 2009 then changing the chart type to pie chart” So the obsels will be:

- C1: Obsel (Type="SelectMeasure", value="Quantity Sold")
- C2: Obsel (Type="CategoryValueSelected", value="2000 ≤ Year ≤ 2009")
- C2: Obsel (Type="CategoryValueSelected", value="Country = USA")
- C3: Obsel (Type="ChartTypeChanged", value="pie")

In this example the task starts by selecting the measure and then we can choose many category values without any conditions in their orders, but it should be followed by changing the chart type.

Task signature base is application oriented that will be manually filled by system experts, where we suppose that the experts are capable of defining the task signatures as the form of rules. Every rule is converted to a FSM as a form of Graph that will be used as an input to our retrieving algorithm, so we need a conversion process that takes a rule defined by system experts, and returns a graph representing this rule, the nodes of this graph will be the states, where the links will be the transitions.

We do the transformations of the traces using the task signatures stored in the tasks base. Firstly we search for all episodes in the primary trace that has a task signature and generate the trace of level 1 by replacing the obsels of the task signature by one new obsel describing this task with setting the start point as the start point of the first happened obsel, the end point as the end point of the last happened obsel. In case that there are some episodes have more than one task signature, we generate many transformed traces at the same level, so we can have many traces at the same level with differences in the obsels types. We repeat the same operation for all the traces of level k to generate traces of the level k+1, until we don’t have anymore episodes with new task signatures. That will make the trace model in a form of a graph because we could have two childs have the same parent.
4.4 Trace-Based Assistant

4.4.1 Mechanism of the Assistant

The assistant is connected to a TBMS and has access to all its functionalities and knowledge, including traces and task signatures. During the interaction between the user and the system, the assistant generates the current online trace. This trace is transformed in the TBMS using the same task signatures that have been used for the past trace transformations. As the traces are time-series data, we can depend on the concept of sequence pattern mining [15] for developing the assistant to be able to retrieve the related episodes. (After the retrieving step we need to adapt the retrieved episodes to be reusable by the user).

4.4.2 Retrieving algorithm

In our algorithm of retrieving the related episodes and ranking them (see Algorithm 1.), either we consider that the task signature base is already filled by the signatures by the system experts manually, or we suppose that we are capable of generating task signatures automatically while the user is doing his task. The algorithm takes the current trace and its modelled trace, the task signature base as input, and it retrieves a ranked list of the suggested obsels. These obsels are the suggested tasks that the user can do after his current task. We can specify a maximum length of the sliding window for indicating the number of obsels in the current episode. The algorithm will start from the top level transformed traces, for each trace in the top level we take the current episode of the maximum sliding window length to find all episodes with the same length. If there are no suggested results, it will decrease the length and try again until the length of one obsel.

If the algorithm finishes without any results, it repeats all the process for each child trace (decreasing one level) until it arrives to the primary trace. In each iteration, it tries to retrieve all the episodes of the same level in the historical trace that have the same obsel types in the same order, and returns rules indicating their successor episode (the related episode) with two values (support and confidence). These values will be used to rank the results and avoid some results which are under specified thresholds. Support and confidence are similar to the same statistics measures of significance and interest used by Association Rules and Sequence Pattern Mining algorithms (See Definition 1, Definition 2, and Definition 3). After finishing the retrieving process, we need to adapt the retrieved obsels to fit the current task, because the values of the obsels could be different so we need to find the sufficient value of the solution obsel.
Definition 1: Rule
Let $M_{ij} = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\}$ be the modelled trace $i$ of the level $j$ that has a set of $n$ obsel type. Let $T_{ij} = \{o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_m\}$ be the trace $i$ of the level $j$ which is a sequence (time ordered list) of $m$ obsel(s). Each obsel has a type $c_k \in M_{ij}$ corresponding attribute values, and the associated time stamps. An episode is a sequence of $T_{ij}$ satisfying a specific episode signature. We can define a rule as an implication of the form $X \rightarrow Y$, where $X, Y$ are episodes of $M_{ij}$ called antecedent (left-hand-side or LHS) and consequent (right-hand-side or RHS) of the rule respectively.

For the sake of simplicity, in our assistant we will suppose that the length of the consequent episode is one obsel. To select interesting rules from the set of all possible rules and ranking them, constraints on various measures of significance, and interest can be used like minimum thresholds on support and confidence.

4.4.3 Ranking Measures

Definition 2: Support
The support $\text{supp}(X)$ of an episode $X$ is its occurrence percentage of all episodes with the same signature in the trace $T_{ij}$.

\[
\text{Supp}(X) = \frac{\text{Number of occurrence of } X}{\text{length } (T_{ij})}
\]

Definition 3: Confidence
The confidence of a rule is defined $\text{conf}(X \rightarrow Y)$ as the occurrence percentage of the episodes that have a signature of merging $X, Y$ to the occurrence of the episodes that have the signature of $X$.

\[
\text{Conf}(X \rightarrow Y) = \frac{\text{supp}(X+Y)}{\text{supp}(X)}
\]

Where the operator $+$ returns new episode by adding $Y$ to the end of $X$. 
Algorithm 1. TBA retrieving algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1. TBA retrieving algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> T, M (Where T is the current Trace, and M is the current modelled trace)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> Suggested (a ranked list of the adapted suggested obsels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested=Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For each</strong> trace Tᵢ,j in TopLevelTraces(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results = <strong>Retrieve</strong> (Tᵢ,j, Mᵢ,j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For each</strong> rule in Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaptedRule = <strong>Adapt</strong> (rule)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested.add(AdaptedRule)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>End For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>End For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return Suggested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Retrieve Function:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Retrieve Function:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> Tᵢ,j, Mᵢ,j (Where Tᵢ,j is the current Trace j of level i, and Mᵢ,j is the current modelled trace j of level i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> Results (a ranked list of the suggested obsels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results=Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length = EpisodeLength;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>While</strong> (Length &gt; 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episode = TBMS.getCurrentEpisode(Tᵢ,j, Mᵢ,j, Length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules = TBMS.RetrieveRelatedEpisodes(Tᵢ,j, Mᵢ,j, Episode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For each</strong> rule in Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support = rule.getSupport()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence = rule.getConfidence()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>If</strong> (Support &gt; suppThreshold and Confidence &gt; confThreshold)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results.add(rule)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length = -1 // Break while loop for not keep decreasing the length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>End If</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length= Length – 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>End While</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**If** (Results = Ø) // If there is no results in this level, we check the lower level traces |
| **For each** trace Tᵢ-1,k in TBMS.getChils(Tᵢ,j, Mᵢ,j) |
| Results.add(**Retrieve** (Tᵢ-1,k, Mᵢ-1,k)) |
| **End For** |
| **End If** |
| Return Results |
**GetCurrentEpisode**: A function that returns the last n obsels from the current trace $T_{i,j}$.

**RetrieveRelatedEpisodes**: Retrieves all the historical episodes in which obsels are matched with the same temporal order.

**GetSupport, GetConfidence**: Calculates support and confidence depending on **Definition 2**, **Definition 3**.

**Add**: A procedure for adding a rule with its support and confidence values to the results list. Rules are ordered from the highest to lowest rank, by using a ranking function depending on the support and confidence values.

**GetChilds**: Returns the child traces of a specific trace (move down a level).

**Adapt**: A function that adapts the solution by taking into account the differences between the current problem and the retrieved episodes. The adaptation process is well explained in [11].

### 4.4.4 Extension to the retrieving algorithm

Sometimes, obsels order shouldn’t be so strict, for example to do a specific task we may not care about which obsel should happen before another, but we care that both of them should happen before a third one. By considering this idea we can make an extension to **Algorithm 1** to make it capable to accept episodes which don’t match exactly the current episode. This extension could be done by using a loose array, with $n$ columns and $n$ rows, where $n$ is the number of the obsel types, both of columns and rows are the obsel types, where each cell contains a value between 0 and 10 indicating the loosing amount for changing the order between these two obsels. These values will be predefined according to each application. When the algorithm tries to retrieve the related episodes it will try all the possible changes of obsel orders and calculate the loosing value, if it was under a specific threshold, this try will be ignored.

For example, if we have 4 obsel types, and $LA$ is the losing array of these obsel types, $LA$ will have 5 columns and 5 rows. For the cell of intersection between the row $C2$ and the column $C1$, it means that the ranking measure will lose 5/10 of his value when replacing $C2$ by $C1$. The row is for the source obsel, and the column is for the destination one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5  SAP-BO Explorer implementation and scenario

5.1  SAP-BO Explorer trace collecting

SAP-BO Explorer offers to the users an intuitive path to quickly search and explore data for instant insight into their business. Firstly we modified this software for being able to collect the obsels. This application is divided into two sides:

1. **Server side:** It is implemented in Java. The management of users’ sessions is in this side, while many users can work on the system in the same time.
2. **Client side:** It is a flex application. Each user has a web application where he can do his exploration. The traces are collected here.

Many users can work on this web application at the same time (Fig. 9 shows a snapshot of the user interface). That is why we made the collecting process on the client side. Every time the user tries to use the system, a new session is opened. Each session contains many obsels, so each action of the user will be collected as an obsel presented in a XML format specifying the obsel type, timestamps, and the values of this obsel (See Appendix A). We supposed that the interface of SAP-BO Explorer is divided into task oriented blocks, where each block contains obsels with similar kind of tasks. We have blocks for measures, categories, visualization, export, search, etc. For example, measures block contains many types of obsels like (select measure, add calculation edit calculation, delete calculation, etc). As an example of representing obsels, when a user tries to select a measure, we capture this action as an obsel of the type “Select measure” from the second block “The measures block” and a value “Quantity Sold” and the current timestamps.

Each session is presented as *M-Trace* stored in the form of XML. Each session has a unique ID, the user who did this session, and the temporal list of the obsels that happened in this session. When a user connects to SAP-BO Explorer, a request to the server-side will be sent to open a new session and creating a new XML output file for this session. Every time a new obsel is collected, it is presented in XML format and sent to the server to be added to the session file. The management of the session is in the server side, where we keep all the opened sessions in a Hash Table. When a session is closed it is removed from the Hash Table. So we don’t need to close and open the file every time we collect a new obsel, we just keep the files of the current sessions opened.

While the user is working on the system, he can open and work on many Information Spaces in the same time, like opening more than one session together. An Information Space is a collection of objects mapped to data for a specific business operation or activity. Users of SAP-BO Explorer type in keywords related to the business question they wish to analyse, in order to retrieve the Information Space(s) that contain the relevant data. Power users, with the Space Creator user profile, create the Information Spaces on top of corporate data providers. All the obsels of a session with multiple Information Spaces are stored in the same file.
5.2 Assistance scenario

As an example of use of this algorithm, we can consider that we have a user using SAP-BO Explorer. His objective is to visualize the quantity sold of all the products in USA in the years between 2000 and 2009, and then export his visualization into Excel file. Then he can send the results to his manager as a result of his exploration. For doing this, he starts by choosing the measure ‘Trade USD’ and choosing the years and the country, and then he chooses the chart type. Now the TBA will try to retrieve the similar episodes in the stored traces, by trying to recognize if the current episode has a signature from the task signature base. TBA will recognize that the user is doing a task with the same signature in Fig. 8, so TBA will retrieve all the episodes that have this signature and rank them. So according to the past episodes, TBA will suggest to the user either to export his data, or to send it by email. As the user is usually exporting the results more than sending it by email, so support and confidence values of export will be greater than send by email. That is why the export will be ranked first. Finally the user will choose to export his visualizing into Excel file.

In Fig. 10 we can see the current M-Trace that has just been collected and the stored M-Trace that is already collected and stored according to the past interactions of the user with SAP-BO Explorer. Table 2 shows a list of obsel types of the M-Trace used in this scenario. The primary trace (T₁₁ is already transformed according to pre-defined FSM Task Signatures to T₁₁, T₂₁, T₂₂, T₃₁, T₄₁ as following:
- \( R = M A^* H \) (\( A^* \) means repeating A many times): The same one of Fig. 8
- \( I = M \) or A or C or D
- \( U = B \) or X or E
- \( V = H \) or S or T
- \( P = \) means that the user is comparing two explorations for two Information Spaces. We will not explain how we presented it, because it will be in the same way of R.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 10.** Current and stored M-Trace used in the assistance scenario

**Table 2.** List of obsel types used in the assistance scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obsel Symbol</th>
<th>Obsel Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Open Info Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Close Info Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Find</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Select Measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Choose Category Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Add Calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Drill Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Bookmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Export</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Send to Email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Chart Type Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Change Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Sort</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To see how the retrieving algorithm works for this scenario, we suppose that the user is doing the current M-Trace (OCMAAH) (presented in the Appendix A as XML file) and he doesn’t know what to do now. These obsels will be transformed in the same way of the stored traces according to the pre-defined FSM Task Signatures (OCR). TBA runs the retrieving algorithm to find the related episodes. First of all, the algorithm starts from the highest level of the current trace (OCR). It will be compared to the same transformed trace in the stored trace (T_{21}). It starts searching for the episode OCR then CR then R, with calculating the support and confidence for each matching episode. It means that each time the length of the episode will decrease, until the algorithm finds related episodes with a support and confidence over specific thresholds. If it finishes without retrieving any episode, it moves down one level. According to our scenario and by supposing that support threshold = 0.2 and confidence threshold = 0.25, the algorithm runs as the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>1st iteration:</strong> retrieving ‘OCR’ from T_{21}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support (OCR) = 1/19 = 0.052 &lt; 0.2 \rightarrow refused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence (OCR \rightarrow X) = 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>2nd iteration:</strong> retrieving ‘CR’ from T_{21}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support (OCR) = 1/19 = 0.052 &lt; 0.2 \rightarrow refused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence (OCR \rightarrow X) = 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>3rd iteration:</strong> retrieving ‘R’ from T_{21}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support (OCR) = 4/19 = 0.21 &gt; 0.2 \rightarrow accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence (OCR \rightarrow X) = 0.75 \rightarrow accepted (support \times confidence = 0.1575)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence (OCR \rightarrow E) = 0.25 \rightarrow accepted (support \times confidence = 0.0525)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result to this algorithm we have two retrieved obsels (X and E), these obsels are ranked according to their values of (support \times confidence), which means that X is ranked first because its ranking value is the highest. Finally TBA will suggest to the user to do X (Export) or E (Send to Email) ordered according to their ranking values. An adaptation could happen here to tell the user for example where to send the email or which type of files he could use for the export and where he can save the file.

**6 Discussion and prospective**

Our assistant is extensible and accepts any kind of traces; we can see that the proposed extension on **Algorithm 1.** makes it sufficient because the matching is more flexible. This assistant is built over a TBMS, which means that the algorithm can use all TBMS functionalities. Thanks to task signatures extension, more tasks can be defined and more rules can be applied. By using these task signatures for the transformation, the user can understand what he is doing, by exploring the suggested episode and moving between the levels to see more details.
In this work, we aim to develop a Trace-Based Assistant for SAP-BO Explorer, and try to make it as generic as we can. We are working to apply it to SAP-BO Explorer, to help business users make their analysis effectively, so we can support more experiments and examples to prove our approach. Some difficulties are facing us, because we need to have a huge amount of traces to be analysed, so we can build the task signature base and give the values to all the measures and thresholds that depend on the application.

The limit of this algorithm is the complexity of the algorithm. Even that we didn’t finish the implementation yet, and we are not able now to test it very well. But we know that each time a new obsel is collected, the algorithm searches for all the related episodes without any benefits from the last iteration. That takes a lot of time because every time a new scan to the past traces will be done. So enhancing the performance of the algorithm is one of our prospective.

Some of the issues and questions raised by the implementation in addition to defining some values are: How to adapt retrieved episodes? How to present the results to the user and be sure that he will be satisfied? What is the benefit of observing also the reaction of the user when the TBA suggests an episode to him? How to share the experience between the users? How to improve the accuracy of the ranking measures? All these questions are research issues that we intend to explore. In addition, we could consider as prospective some intelligent issues; the most important one is how to make the definition of task signatures automatically, because in our work we need system experts to define task signatures according to the observed application. We could also make the assistant able to understand the context of the work if the user opens many sessions of the same time. For example if the user opens two sessions to compare the sales between two cities in different periods, the assistant can recognize that the user is trying to do comparison, so a comparison table or chart could be generated automatically by the assistant in spite of the user.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have described an algorithm making use of interaction traces to provide an experience-based assistance to users of a specific application. This work is conducted in collaboration with SAP Business Object and the application we work on is called SAP-BO Explorer, a web application enabling users to load, explore, visualize and export data. The aim of the project is to develop a Trace-Based Assistant for this application, implementing state of the art results on this domain. The contribution of this work focuses on one specific aspect of the assistant, the design of an experience retrieval algorithm. For that purpose, we have implemented a collect process in order to gather interaction traces, thus recording experiences of users in a reusable format. Then, with domain experts, we have defined “tasks signatures” to describe specific actions that users can perform on the application. Last, we have defined an algorithm able to retrieve in the stored interaction traces, previous episodes
(i.e. previous users’ experiences) matching a given task signature. This algorithm makes use of FSM in order to retrieve patterns corresponding to the signature. We have also shown that the retrieved episodes can be reused, and possibly adapted, in order to provide assistances to users.

At the time being, the collect process is implemented, but the retrieval algorithm is not finished yet. This is an immediate prospect for this work. Once this is done, we will be able to address other issues related to the development of a trace-based agent such as “how to adapt retrieved episodes to specific situations?”.
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Appendix A: An example of the XML primary trace

This is a generated XML file of the collecting process. This file represents the primary trace. It specifies the user information (name, id), the session code, and all the obsels in this session. Each obsel has a block number, timestamps, type and values. In this file we have 7 obsels: openInfoSpace, selectMeasure, categoryValueSelected, categoryValueSelected, chartTypeChanged, export and closeInfoSpace.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<trace session="RAAFATVM1.product.businessobjects.com:6400@6080J4CPBNwV77vsEGKd6078JKfKxZGVm9zPKx3ONEOFF">
  <user id="12" name="Administrator"/>
  <obsels>
      <values>
        <dataSource id="caa1913d-74fb-451d-afe2-94df6d9d77dd"/>
      </values>
    </obsel>
      <values>
        <dataSource id="caa1913d-74fb-451d-afe2-94df6d9d77dd"/>
        <selectedMeasureForFacetValue>
          <measure aggregationFunction="SUM" hasHit="false" id="DS0.DO4" name="Trade USD"/>
        </selectedMeasureForFacetValue>
      </values>
    </obsel>
      <values>
        <dataSource id="caa1913d-74fb-451d-afe2-94df6d9d77dd"/>
        <facet id="3BD1823B-7867-9FB4-0C76-85760A3CEF1E" viewObjectId="DS0.DO4"/>
      </values>
    </obsel>
  </obsels>
</trace>
```
<obsel block="3" endTime="Mon Jun 14 13:22:56 GMT+0200 2010"
startTime="Mon Jun 14 13:22:56 GMT+0200 2010"
type="categoryValueSelected">
  <values>
    <dataSource id="caaf1913d-74fb-451d-afe2-94df6d977dd"/>
  </values>
</obsel>

<obsel block="5" endTime="Mon Jun 14 13:23:18 GMT+0200 2010"
startTime="Mon Jun 14 13:23:18 GMT+0200 2010"
type="chartTypeChanged">
  <values>
    <dataSource id="caaf1913d-74fb-451d-afe2-94df6d977dd"/>
    <chart label="" name="businessgraphics/pie"/>
  </values>
</obsel>

<obsel block="1" endTime="Mon Jun 14 13:23:24 GMT+0200 2010"
startTime="Mon Jun 14 13:23:24 GMT+0200 2010" type="export">
  <values>
    <dataSource id="caaf1913d-74fb-451d-afe2-94df6d977dd"/>
    <exportItem id=""/>
  </values>
</obsel>

<obsel block="1" endTime="Mon Jun 14 13:24:43 GMT+0200 2010"
startTime="Mon Jun 14 13:24:43 GMT+0200 2010" type="closeInfoSpace">
  <values>
    <dataSource id="caaf1913d-74fb-451d-afe2-94df6d977dd"/>
  </values>
</obsel>
</M-trace>